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From: Huesgen, Jim
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 4:46 PM
To: 'Mickens, Warren'
Cc: 'Bill Cheek (bill.cheek@centurylink.com),; Oxley, J. Jeffery; Clauson, Karen L.
Subject: CEMR/MEDIACC

Warren,

Congratulations on closing the merger today.

As we discussed, we met yesterday to internally discuss the information Qwest provided regarding
CEMR. Iunderstand that there is quite a lot of information that we need from Qwest, now CenturyLink,
before we can evaluate your proposal and discuss next steps. Integra laid out its responses and
identified additional information that it needs in the enclosed document, which Integra provided to
Linda Gardner and Daphne Butler on March is".

A key answer that we need early on is how the Company, now that the deal has closed, plans to proceed
with respect to this issue. Until now, although Qwest has suggested there are extenuating
circumstances with respect to CEMR/MEDIACC, I believe that Qwest has not recognized this as a unique
situation. Without distinguishing this situation from others, however, a precedent could be set that
would be a real problem for us as well as other CLECsand regulatory authorities. If the Company
intends to continue down the path of replacing CEMR/MEDIACC with a new system, the Company needs
to sync up those plans with the terms of the merger settlement agreements and orders. If CenturyLink
is going to ask CLECsto agree to waive the time period for a moratorium on ass changes, then the
Company needs to agree to implement the steps in the settlement agreement (paragraph 12 of the
Integra agreement) for making changes to implement a new system. If CenturyLink proposes
something along those lines, the CLECsmay consider a waiver, but at this time we do not yet have
sufficient information to evaluate the request.

We will continue to evaluate information as your Company continues to provide it. As other CLECswill
also be impacted by any changes, we anticipate their involvement as well.

Jim

JC000284



From: Clauson, Karen L.
Sent: Monday, April 04,20118:22 AM
To: 'Gardner, Linda K'; 'Butler, Daphne'; 'Hunsucker, Mike R'; 'Hammack, Carolyn'
Cc: Oxley, J. Jeffery; Johnson, Bonnie J.; Denney, Douglas K.
Subject: RE: CEMR/MEDIACCand MTG

Enclosed is Jim Huesgen's email to Warren Mickens and Bill Cheek, FYI.

If you would like a call, or meeting in MN, to discuss the variety oftopics you mentioned, let us know if
those dates in April work, or if there are dates in May that are better for you.

Karen

JC000285


